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The in Xiamen City Mayor hotline and online petition platform as the research 
object, the E-government outsourcing as the main angle of view, through consulting, 
collecting, sorting the data and data, fully understand the status of service outsourcing, 
analysis of Xiamen City Mayor hotline and online information visiting platform why 
outsourcing, how to outsource, research outsourcing and outsourcing can bring 
benefits, for the development of the Xiamen city government service outsourcing has 
a positive significance. The full text is divided into six parts: The first part is the 
introduction, analysis of the background of this study, scholars research results were 
reviewed, the purpose and significance of research as a basis for the full text of the 
study. Related research by scholars, from the "New Public Management" to "New 
Public Service" theory, we can see that the new government is established in the 
public service for citizens and administrative staff for their dedication to really 
service-oriented. Also through multiple angles innovative ways to provide public 
services, the supply system, the supply mode, etc. can be seen that scholars generally 
agree that the Government's public service provider shall diversify the use of 
reasonable mechanism to "activate" social forces. In addition, "the people's livelihood 
hotline" as a manifestation of new public services, how to create good quality hotline 
has become a hot issue in building a service-oriented government.The second part is 
an overview of the theory, analysis and elaboration centralized outsourcing services, 
e-government outsourcing, competitive negotiation concepts and contents, providing 
theoretical support for further research. Risk analysis can be seen through this part of 
the e-government service outsourcing can bring cost savings and improve the core 
competitiveness, and promote service-oriented government construction and other 
advantages, but may also face declining quality of service, as well as oversight of the 
outsourcing process and other rent-seeking behavior . The third part is the overview of 
Xiamen mayor hotline with an online petition platform, the main contents of the 
mayor and online petition platform is built green background, work and achieve 
results through outsourcing is expected to bring results and the like. The fourth part is 
outsourced Xiamen mayor hotline with an online petition platform to build analysis 
described Xiamen mayor hotline with an online petition platform to carry out why 














benefits embodied so on. In support of the then central policies, the hotline is low in 
view of the original complaint hotline government's efficiency, dispersion telephone 
complaints; The online petition platform is because the old system of "closed" main 
resource sharing inconvenience, then plus cost savings through outsourcing can get 
more technical services, promote win-win business with the government and other 
reasons, the final decision will both were outsourced. Xiamen Mayor hotline with an 
online petition platform eventually took BOT and BT model mix, Xiamen City 
Complaints Bureau and Xiamen City Post Office under contractual arrangement 
franchise post offices within a certain period of useful mayor hotline, but the 
Complaints Bureau in the contract responsible for the hotline during the supervision 
and management, ownership and therefore the Complaints Bureau. The online petition 
platform through competitive negotiation select the appropriate network outsourcing 
company, the company responsible for the network platform for the construction and 
commissioning, once the platform formally launched, Internet companies need to 
transfer the online petition platform sole Complaints Bureau, managed and run by the 
Complaints Bureau . The fifth part is the training assessment and benefit hotline and 
internet outsourcing analysis, respectively Xiamen mayor hotline and online petition 
platform construction, etc. will be explained.Outsourcing for the aforementioned 
problems raised how to use the regulatory process to ensure that the operation of the 
service quality. In addition, the effect can be seen by running the mayor hotline with 
an online petition platform outsourcing can be effective economic, social enterprises 
in three areas. The sixth parts is concludes. From the mayor hotline and online 
petition platform operation point of view, although the results emerged, but still 
insufficient propaganda, outsourcing quality of personnel is not enough, poor staff 
stability and other issues, the future should further identify the needs of the masses, 
rationalizing outsourcing model, the establishment oflong-term supervision 
mechanism. 
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20 世纪 70 年代以来，随着政治、经济与社会的发展,建立在官僚制基础之
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